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INTRODUCTION.

IN 1918, in It paper published in the Tl'anscwtions of the Roycd Society of
Edinburgh, the author attempted an examination of the statistical effects
in a mixed population of a large number of genetic factors, inheritance in
which followed the Mendelian scheme. At that time, two misapprehensions
were generally held with regard to this problem. In the first place, it was
generally believed that the variety of the assumptions to be made about
the individual factors-which allelomorph was dominant; to what extent
did dominance occur; what were the relative magnitudes of the effects
produced by the different factors; in what proportion did the allelomorphs
occur in the general population; were the factors dimorphic or poly
morphic; to what extent were they coupled,-besides the more general
possibilities of preferential mating (homogamy), preferential survival
(selection), and environmental effects, rendered it possible to reproduce
any statistical resultant by a suitable specification of the population. It
was, therefore, important to prove that when the factors are sufficiently
numerous, the most general assumptions as to their individual peculiarities
lead to the same statistical results. Although innumerable constants enter
into the analysis, the constants necessary to specify the statistical aggre
gate are relatively few. The total variance of the population in any
feature is made up of the elements of variance contributed by the indi
vidual factors, increased in a calculable proportion by the effects of
homogamy in associating together allelomorphs of like effect. The degree
of this association, together with a quantity which we termed the
Dominance Ratio, enter into the calculation of the correlation coefficients
between husband and wife, and between blood relations. Special causes,
such as epistacy, may produce departures, which may in general be
expected to be very small from the general simplicity of the results; the
whole investigation may be compared to the analytical treatment of the
Theory of Gases, in which it is possible to make the most varied assump
tions as to the accidental circumstances, and even the essential nature of
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the indi vidual molecules, and yet to develop the general laws as to the
behaviour of gases, leaving but a few fundamental constants to he deter
mined by experiment.

In the second place, it was widely helieved that the results of hio
metrical investigation ran counter to the general acceptance of the
Mendelian scheme of inheritance. This helief was largely due to the
narrowly restricted assumptions as to the Mendelian factors, made by
Pearson in his paper of 1903 (6). It was there assumed that the factors
were all equally important, that the allelomorphs of each occurred in equal
numbers, and that all the dominant genes had a like effect. rrhe effect of
homogamy was also left out of consideration, and it, is to this that must Le
ascribed the much lower correlations given by calculation, compared to
those aetually obtained. When the more general system came to be
investigated, it was found to show a surprisingly complete agreement with
the experimental values, and to indicate with an accuracy ",hiel, could not
otherwise be attained, how great a proportion of the variance of tlwse
human measurements is to be ascribed to heritable factors.

At the time when the paper of 1915 was written, it was neceilsary,
thet'efore, to show that the assumption of multiple, or cumulative, factors
afforded a working hypotheBis for the inheritance of such ltpparently
continuous variates as human stature. This view is now far more widely
accepted: Mendelian research has with increasing frequency encountered
char'acters which are evidently affected by many separate factors. In
some fortunate circumstances, as in Drosophila" it has been possible to
isolate and identify the more important of these factms by experimental
breeding on the Mendelian method; more frequently, however, and especially
in the case of the economically valuable characters of animals and plants,
no such analysis has been achieved. In these cases we can confidently
fall back upon statistical methods, and recognise that if a complete analysis
is unattainable it is also unnecessary to practical progress.

This fact is meeting with increasing recognition in the United States,
and a considerahle number of mathematical investigations have been
published dealing with the statistical effects of various systems of mating
(Wentworth and Remick, 1916; Jennings, 1916,1917; Robbins, 1917, 1918).
A number of the simpler results of my 1918 paper have since been
confirmed by independent American investigators (Wright, 1921). The
present note is designed to discuss the distribution of tbe frequency ratio
of the allelomorphs of dimorphic factors, and the conditions under which
the variance of the popUlation may be maintained. A numher of points
of general interest are shown to flow from purely statistical premises.
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Recent work in genetics (East and Jones, 1920) leads unavoidably to the
conclusion that inbreeding is not harmful in itself, but is liable to appear
harmful only through the emergence of harmful recessi ve characters.
This raises the question as to why recessive factors should tend to be
harmful, or why harmful factors should tend to be recessive: unless this
association exist we should expect to obtain great improvements by
inbreeding ordinarily crossbred species, as often as great deterioration.
The statistical reason for this association is clear from the distribution
of the ratio of allelomorph frequency which occurs under genotypic
selection, for, if we assume that adaptation is the result of selection, the
majority of large mutations must be harmful, and these can only be
incorporated in the common stock in the sheltered region where the
rare recessive,:; acculIlulate (fig. 4).* Similarly there are lIlany well
attested cases of the crossbred (heterozygous) individual showing Rur
prising vigour; but it is not obvious that there iR any biological reason
for the heterozygote to be more vigorous than the two homozygotes.
From a consideration of the stability of the frequency ratios, however,

it appears that there will only be stable equilibrium if the heterozygote
is favoured by selection against both the homozygotes: naturally this
will occur only in a minority of factors, but when it occurs such a factor
will be conserved. In the opposite case it will certainly be eliminated.

ceases in which the heterozygote is favoured by selection in preference
to both hornozygous forms have an additional interest in that these cases,
when the selection is intense, may form the basis upon which is built up
a system of balanced' lethal factors. Muller (1918) has shown that such
systems will tend to be built up when selection strongly favours the
heterozygote, and has explained how in the light of such systems the
majority of the phenomena, including the" mutations," of (Enothera, fiud
a genetic explanation.

'rhe interesting speculation has recently beeu put forward that random
survival is a more important factor in limiting the variability of species
than preferential survival (Hagedoorn, 4). The ensuing investigation
negati ves this suggestion. The decay in the variance of a species breeding
at random without selection, and without mutation, is almost inconceivably
slow: a moderate supply of fresh mutations will be sufficient to maintain
the variability. When selection is at work even to the most trifling
extent, the new mutations must be much more numerous in order to

* On the Lamarckian theory of evolution, on the other hand, where most, or all,
mutations are assumed to be beneficial, we should expect by inbreeding, which uncovers
the accumulated mutations in this region, to make great and immediate progress.
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maintain equilibrium. That such is the actual state of the case in
mankind may be inferred from the fact that the frequency distribution
of the numerical proportion of the allelomorphs, calculated on. the
assumption of selection maintained in equilibrium by occasional mutation,
leads to the value of the Dominance Ratio which is actually observed.
In all cases it is worth noting that the rate of mutation required varies
as the variance of the species, but diminishes as the number of individuals
is increased. Thus a numerous species, with the same frequency of
mutation, will maintain a higher variability than will a less numerous
species: in connection with this fact we cannot fail to remember the
dictum of Charles Darwin, that" wide ranging, much diffused and common
species vary most" (1, chap. ii).

1. EQUILIBRIUM UNDER tiELECTION.

Let the three phases of a dimorphic factor be born III any generation
in the proportion

P: 2Q: R,

then the proportion of the two allelomorphic genes will be

P + Q : Q+ R, or p: q ;

if by selection those that become parents are in the proportion

aP : 2bQ : eR, where aP + 2bQ + eR = 1,

then the proportion born in the next generation will be

(aP +bQ)2 : 2(aP +bQ)(bQ + eR) : (bQ +cR)2 ;

equilibrium is thus only possible if Q2=PR, i.e. P=p2, Q=pq, R=q2, and
if aP+bQ=p, bQ+cR=q.

Hence it follows that, if

a = 1 + a, b= 1 + f3, e = 1 +y,
a f3 y

* p2~-pq=~

specifies the condition of equilibrium.
It selection favours the hOlnozygotes, no stable equilibrium will be

possible, and selection will then tend to eliminate whichever gene is below
its equilibrium proportion; such factors will therefore not commonly be
found in nature: if, on the other hand, the selection favours the heterozy
gote, there isa condition of stable equilibrium, and the factor will continue
in the stock. Such factors should therefore be commonly found, and may
explain instances of heterozygote vigour, and to some extent the deleterious
effects sometimes brought about by inbreeding.

* p2 and q2 should be interchanged.
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If the selective action is sufficiently powerful, it may lead in these cases
to the establishment of a balanced lethal system. .

2. THE SURVIVAL OF INDIVIDUAL GENES.

If we consider the survival of an individual gene in such an organism
as an annual plant, we may suppose that the chance of it appearing in the
next generation in 0, 1,2, Hindividuals to be

where

If
Po +PI +1'2 + . . . =1.

418

!(;C)=PO+PIX+P2X2 + ..

then evidently if there were two "uch gene" in, the fir"t generation, the
chance of occurrence in l' individuals, or more strictly, in l' homologous
loci, in the second generation, will be the coefficient of x r in

(j(X) )2.

It follows that the chance of a single gene occurring in l' homologous
loci, in the third generation, will be coefficient of tr;l' in

Af(x»).

The form of fCT) will vary from species to species, and in the same
species according to the stage of development on which we fix Our attention.
For simplicity we shall suppose that the successive generations are
enumerated at the same stage of development. For the purpose of an
evolutionary argument it is indifferent at what stage of development the
enumeration is made :in general it will be most convenient to fix our
attention on that stage at which the species is least numerous.

In certain important cases the form of f(x) may be calculated. In It

field of cross-fertilised grain each mature and ripened plant is the mother
of a considerable number of grains, and the father, possibly, of an almost
unlimited number. If the number of the species is nearly constant, the
average number of its progeny which are destined to become mature is
very nearly 2. Or since each gene of a homologous pair occurs in half
the gametes, the average number of mature plants in the second generation
in which it occurs is 1. Each ovule, therefore, or each pollen grain has
individually a very small chance of surviving, and the proportions

Po' PI' P2' willbe closely given by the Poisson series

e-
I (I, 1, 2\' ;1' ... )
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In the more general case in which the number of the species is not
stationary but increases in each generation in the ratio m : 1, m being near
to unity, the series will be

(
m2 m3 )

e-m ,1, 1n, 21' 3 !' . . .

and!(x)=em(a;-l). The chance of extinction of a single gene in one genera
tion is e- m, where m is near to unity. In other species in which an
individual may survive for many breeding seasons, or in which the
generation is of indeterminate length, the form of the function /(x) will
be modified: it is sufficiently clear, however, that if we consider that stage
in an animal's or plant's life - history at which reproduction is about to
commence, the form of the function will not be very different, and the
chance of extinction of a particular gene, thus far established in the species,
will be

where l IS a small number not greatly different from unity." The
arbitrary element thus introduced into the question of the survival of a
mutant gene is due to the fact that in the first place its survival depends
on that of the individual in which it occurs, and this chance is variable
from species to species; once, however, it has reached the point of existing
in an adult individual capable of leaving many offspring, the conditions of
its survival are closely similar in all cases. While it is rare, its survival
will be at the mercy of chance, even if it is well fitted to survive. Using
the above expression,

f(x) =e:l:-l,

it may be seen that only about 2 per cent. will surVIve. 100 generations,
while those that do will on the average be represented in some 50 indivi
duals. Only when the number of individuals affected becomes large will
the effect of selection predominate over that of random survival, though
even then only a very small minority of the population may be affected.

3. FACTORS NOT ACTED ON BY SELECTION.

If p be the proportion of any gene, and q of its allelomorph in a
dimorphic factor, then in n individuals of any generation we have 2np

genes scattered at random. Let

cos 8= I -'Jp

where e lies between 0 and 71".

* An upper limit can be set to l by the mere fact of segregation, for ill the case of the
most uniforlll possible reproduction, when each individual bears 2 offspring the chance of
extinction of any gene is t, so that l cannot exceed 1'4.
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*

Further, if a second generation of n individuals be now formed at
rundom, the standard departure of p from its previous value will be

fTfJ= rpq,"/2:t
hence,

fT, = r;;q d() = ~. .
'V~ dp ",2n

'l'he fact that this is independent of emakes it easy to calculate the
changes in the distribution of e, in the absence of selection, for let y(e) de
represent the distribution of e in anyone generation, the distribution in
the next will be given by

v+A!I= [" ;"-'e-~(y+y'o()+~(),2y"+'..)
la ,,27rfT - .

0'2 11

=Y+2'Y + .

Now (j2 is very small, being 2~' so that measuring time III generations, we

have

Since we have drawn no distinction between the gene and its allelo
morph, we are only concerned with symmetrical solutions: the stationary
case IS

A
J/=-,

71'

where A is the number of factors present.
Besides this, we have when y is increasing

11 = AolfT . P . co~h lJ(e - "!!.) ,
2 SInh ~P7r 2

and when y is decreasing

?I = Aoe-kT
• p! .. eos p(e --271') ,

2 sm p7r
for which

4. TERMINAL CONDITIONS.

If we represent by e-~ the chance that a particular gene borne by a
single individual will not be represented in the next generation, the chance
of extinction for a factor of which b genes are in existence will be

e-b~.

4:20

* ISee Paper 86 for correction.
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When 0 is near to 0, p which is always equal to sin2~, will be very nearly

equal to l-02. Let

~ foye- 2"U'dO

= 4fove-2nZI"dt.

A
y=-; and the number of genes exterminated

7r
In the stationary case

will be

then the number of genes in existence is 2nt2, and the chance of their
extinction in one generation is e-2nlt'.

This chance is negligible save when t is very small, and may be
equated to to; hence the number of genes exterminated in anyone
generation

A 2J'f,;"=A (2,
7r . ...mn 'V;fu

if new mutations occur at a rate 1t!J.. then this equilibrium will be possible
if

For species in this stationary state the variance will vary (1) as the
rate of mutation, (2) as the number of the population raised to the power

{)f t, (3) as Jl, a quantity which will seldom differ much from unity.

Using the variate z = log):?, the distribution for this case is shown in fig. 1.
q

5. THE HAGEDOORN EFFECT.

In the absence of mutation, extinction will still go on, and the number
()f factors must diminish, hence we may put for this case

y = Aoe-kT
• • Pt' cos p(O - ~) .
2 Sill p7r ,"

If e is small,

cos p(() - i) = cos tP7r +p() sin !P7r - !p2()2 cos !P7r .

= cos W7r + 2p sin !P7r . t - 2p2cos W7r •t2 ...,

so that the rate of extinction is

Aoe-
kT

2 si~!P7r . .-Jiff{cos !P7r + 2p sin !P7r . ~ 4:ln }

421
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-12 -10 -8 -6 -4 -2 0 2 4 6 8 10 12
z

Distribution of the logarithmic frequency ratio (Z=lOg J!... ) of the allelomorphs of a dimorphic factor.
q ,

1FIG. I.-d/= 2,;. sech ~zdz ;1
represents the distribution when, in the absence of selection, fortuitous extinction is counterbalanced
by mutation. Dominance Rstio= '2308.
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-12 -10 - 8 - 6 --4 - 2 0 2 4 6 8 10 12
Z

FIG. 2.-d/=i sech2 ~zdz;

represents the distribution when, in the absence of selection and mutation, the variance is steadily decaying
owing to fortuitous extinction of genes. Dominance Ratio = '2500. This is the condition emphasised by
Hagedoorn.
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the third term being evidently negligible. compared to the first. For
equilibrium, therefore,

k=p ~ {t cot tp7r+...1?.-}.'V Tn 21rtn

Remembering that li:=4
P2

, we have. n

p2( 1) [2;Pni-I =\'i1i2'cottPlT.

Hence cot ~P7r is of the order 5n and is very small, so tha.t p is near to l.

Then
1

k= 4n'

This is It very slow rate of diminution, a population of n individuals
breeding at random would require 4n generations to reduce its variance in
the ratio 1 to e, or 2'8 n generations to halve it. As few specific groups
contain less than 10,000 individuals between whom interbreeding takes
place, the period required for the action of the Hagedoorn effect, in the
entire absence of mutation, is immense, It will be noticed that since l is
always less than 1'4 in species stationary in number, the solution above

t makes P slightly greater than l, which strictly would indicate negative
frequencies at the extremes: the value of k. is, however, connected with
the curvature in the central portion of the curve, and the small distortion
at the extremes, where the assumptions, upon which our differential
equation is ba.sed, break down, will not affect its value. (Fig. 2 shows the

distribution of z=logP.)
q

'fhe number hy which the number of factors current is reduced in each

generation is ta, and since this number depends on the general form of the

distribution curve, it will not be diminished by a number of mutations of
the same order. The effect of such very rare mutations would merely be
to adjust the terminal of the curve until the rate of extinction is increased
sufficiently to counterbalance the additional mutations. It is probable,
however, that p. is always far greater than is necessary to make this state
of affairs impossible, save in the case of a small colony recently isolated
from a very variable species. In this case, with n small and A large, p.

might for a time be of the order An -2, rather than of the order An -it,

or An- l .

In the case of a population with A factors, with a supply of fresh

* For 2ntn, read 12ntn.

t For t, read 1. 423
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mutations sufficient only to be in equilibrium with a smaller number B
factors, we may put

or,

so that if

and

B f2= Ap . cos tP7r' [2;,'V:;:r;; 2 sin !P7r 'V [;
B
A = tP7r cot !p7r,

a B 7r--=-, O<a<-2'tall a A

2a
p=-,

7r

Similarly, if B> A, the rate of
the equations

increase in variance IIll1y Le calculated frollt

a e
--=-;
tallh It A

a 2
k=-.

-rrn

'rhe rate of decrease, therefore, cannot, III the absence of selection,

exceed the value indicated by l~=4~; no such limit can be assigned to the

rate of increase.

6. UNIFORM GENE'nc SELEC1'ION.

In section 1 we have seen that the effects of selection on any
Mendelian factor may be expressed by the triple ratio a : b : c representing
the relative fitness of the three phases. Only when b exceeds both a and c
is there a condition of stable equilibrium; when b is less than both a and c
there is a condition of unstable equilibrium; and such factors will tend
rapidly to disappear from the stock. Generally, however, we may expect
that either b will be intermediate, or equal to iL, the value for the dominant
homozygote. Two hypothetical cases may, therefore, be considered: (1),
in which b is the geometl'ic mean of a and c, and the selection merely affects
the proportion of the allelomorphic genes; we may call this uniform genetic
selection; and (2), in which b is equal to a, which we may call ~Illiform

genotypic selection.
In uniform genetic selection the genetic ratio will be altered in a con

stant ratio r in each generation, so that after n generations of selection
we have

424

evidently r=~=~ of section 1.

l!..=r ll E2,
q qo
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We may suppose that usually r is near to unity, and log r, which may
be positive or negative, may be considered to be of the order of 1 per
cent. Let log r = a, then for different factors a will have different values,
indifferently positive and negative, since we have no reason to suppose
that the selection favours either dominant or recessive characters. The
mean square value of a for different factors we shall write 0"0.2•

For any factor

d~,log~=a;
lip
dT==pqa,

dO
dT=aJ'Pi.

The factors which in one generation are at 8, will in the next be

scattered owing to two causes: (1) random survival causing variance, 2~;

(2) selection causing variance, pq 1T0.2( = t sin2 8. 1T0.2). The total variance
at any point will be

1-+ ilT0.2 sin2 0 ;
2n

and so long as 0"0.2 is small as we have supposed, the equilibrium distribution
will be

1y oc ..

~
2sin2 0+--

2
,

nf.Tcl.

A 1

Y 2 log (lTo.X/&) .. Igin2 () + ...!-
'V nlT0.2

n being large compared with ..;, the effects of selection are, for the more
0".0.

important factors, much more influential than those of random survival.
At the extremes, however, for very unequally divided factors the latter

is the more important cause of variation. (The distribution of Z= logE. is

shown in fig. :1.) q

The amount of mutation needed to maintain the variability with this
amount of selection may be calculated from the terminal ordinate

AlTo.~
21og(lTo.~'

[2; AlTo.~ Aero.~
np. = 'Y 7;;' 2 log (lTo. J8ii) = 2 log (er.. Jt;)·
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-12 -10 -4 -2 o 2 4 6 8 10 12

Distribution of the logarithmic frequency ratio.
dz

FIG. 3.-dfoc . I ,.. h21 ; k='1 ;
v1+,.-cos llZ

genetic selection counterb.alanced by mutation. Dominance Ratio, '2000.
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FIG. 4.-df« dz . k= '1'
. Ve-' sech" ~z + k" cosh"!z ' ,

genotypic selection, with complete dominance, counterbalanced by mutation. Dominance Ratio, '3333. This is.
the probable condition of natural species, including man. Note the accumulation of rare recessives.
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Since the logarithm does not increase very rapidly, we may say approxi

mately that A is proportional to nfJ..
(Ta

It will be seen that to maintain the same amount of variability, as in
the case of equilibrium in the absence of selection (section 4), the rate

of mutation must be increased by a factor of the order (Ta In. Evenin the
low estimate we have made of the intensity of selection on the majority
of factors, this quantity will usually be considerable. The existence of
even the slightest selection is in large populations of more influence in
keeping variability in check than random survival.

A further effect of selection is to remove preferentially those factors
for which a is high, and to leave a predominating number in which a is
low. In any factor a may be low for one of two reasons: (1) the effect of
the factor on development may be very slight, or (2) the factor may effect
changes of little adaptive importance. It is therefore to be expected that
the large and easily recognised factors in natural organisms will be of little
adaptive importance, and that the factors affecting important adaptations
will be individually of v~ry slight effect. We should thus expect that
variation in organs of adaptive importance should be due to numerous
factors, which individually are difficult to detect.

Owing to this preferential removal of important factors the above
solution only truly represents an equilibl'ium of the variability of the
species under absolutely uniform conditions of selection when the new
mutations which arise have the same frequency distribution of relative
importance as those removed by selection. It must be remembered,
however, that the change of variability even by selection is a very slow
process, and that gradual changes in the physical and biological environ
ment of a species will alter the values of a for each factor, so tending to
neutralise the tendency of selection to lower the value of (Ta' Nevertheless,
a will be on the whole numerically smaller for factors in the current stock
than it is for fresh mutations.

7. UNIF'ORM GENOTYPIC SELECTION.

If the heterozygote is selected to the same extent as the dominant,
or b = a, it is easy to see by writing down the first generation, that a

genetic ratio p: q, becomes in one generation by selection E __a_; or,
q ap+cq

writing 1+{3 for ~ ,

427
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Now

428

E(l +qf:J).
If

Such selection is therefore equivalent to a genetic selection

a = q(3 .

dB r- . r
dT = a vpq = (3qv pq ,

and for the variance caused by selection, instead of pqffa.2, as in Section 6,
we now write pq3ff/: we have then foJ' the total variance produced in one
generation in the value of 8,

..!..+..!..~iIl2 B(l + cos B)2rr{J2
2n 16

=-2
1 +sin2 kO cosll~B . <ri,
It

and the equilibrium distribution will be

yoc 1
. fsin2!(JcosOlB+_1_2
"\J - 2 2nrrp

It is important to notice that this distribution, unlike those hitherto
considered, is unsymmetrical;:'faetors of which the dominant phase is in
excess are in the majority. "This has an important influence on the value
of the dominance ratio.

If 2nfffJ2 is large, we can write with sufficient accuracy'"

A 1
Y=1'40:l2(2n<T132)·+tlog(~nrr{J2)-~ . ~. <'Ill "Ill 1

sln- 217 COsv 2'17 + -
2n<T{J2

The terminal ordinate therefore varies nearly as (2nff{J2)., and for large
populations in equilibrium, !J. varies as n -I and as fffJ'.

Genotypic selection resembles genetic selection in diminishing the
amount of variability which a given frequency of mutation can maintain,
or per contra, increasing the amount of mutation needed to maintain a
given amount of variability; it differs, however, in being comparatively
inactive in respect of factors in which the dominant allelomorph is in
excess, and consequently in allowing a far greater number of factors to
exist in this region (see fig. 4).

• I am indebted to Mr K Gallop, Gonville and Caius College, Cambridge, for the value
of the definite integral. Mr Gallop has shown that the three terms given are the heads of
three series in descending powers of nrri, in which the integral may be expanded.
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Now when dominance is cOJIlplete, the dominance ratio from a group of

factors having the same ratio E. is
q

and

1-,
1+2:L

p

for in the notation of our previous paper
1)2 = 4p2q2a2,

a2 = 4p2q2a2(1+2~ ) ,

where a IS half the difference between the two homozygous forms
(3, p. 404).

The dominance ratio is therefore raised by an excess of factors in
which the dominant gene is the more numerous, such as occurs under
genotypic selection.

8. THE DOMINANCE RATIO.

The distribution found for the ratio l!. or for the value of e, which
q

indicates the same quantity, in sections 3 to 7, enable us to call1Ulate the
value attained by the dominance ratio under each of the,suppositions there
considered.

1. In the Hagedoorn condition, where the variance is steadily decaying
by random survival, in the absence of mutatious or selection,

dj=tA sin (JdB,

writing 1> = ~e, then p =sin2 cp, q = cos2 ~,

whence

- {~"
(T2 = S(a2) = 8Aa\ (sin5 <P COg5 <p+ 2 sin3 cos7 cp)dcp,

and
(2 I ~

(T2 = 1+ 2 . t = '2()OO •

2. When in the absence of selection, sufficient mutations take place to
counteract the p,ffect of random surviva,l

:lAdf=-dcp,
1r

and we have to consider the ratio of the integrals
(!>r ft.

lo sin4 cp cos4 cpdcp, lo sin2 cp c:os6 cpdcp ,
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which are.in the ratio 3 : 5.
The dominance ratio is therefore

_3_='2308
3+2(5) J

the greater variation in the ratio l!. showing itself'in a lower. dominance
q

ratio.

3. In the third symmetrical case, when genetic selection is at work,. the

va.riation of E. is even greater (fig. 3); since both ()2 and a2 contain the
q

factor p2q2; the factors in which p or q is very swall , make no appreciable
contribution to thel?e quantities, consequently we only eO!Hiider the central
portion of the distribution, where

d.pdfry; ,
sin cp cos cp

the intensity of selection appearing only as a constant factor, and therefore
influencing the range of variation of the species, but not its dominance
ratio. Here we have the integrals

f" sinS cp coss .pdcp and f" sin cp cos5 cpdcp ,

leading to a dominance ratio

1~4 = '2000.

4. In the case of genotypic selection, which case most nearly reproduces
natural conditions, the distribution in the centre of the range is

d.p
dfoc . ,

sm cb cos3 cp

consequently the two integrals with which we are concerned

(1" Si1l3 cp cos .pdcp , r~sin .p cos3 cpd.p
10 .10

are now equal, and the dominance ratio is raised to !-
In considering the interpretation of the dominance ratio, in our

previous inquiry, we found that for symmetrical distributions the value

t occurred as a limiting value when the standard deviation of z( = log .~ )

was made zero. Since the dominance ratio calculated from observed
human correlations averaged '32, with a standard error about '03, we
were led to consider that either the allelomorphs concerned occurred
usually in nearly equal numbers, a supposition for which we saw no
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rational explanation, or that the value of the dominance ratio had been
raised by the prevalence of epistacy (non' linear interaction of factors), a
suggestion for which no direct evidence could be adduced,

In the light of the above discussion in which we have deduced the
distribution of allelomorphic ratios from the conditions of equilibrium
with selective influences, from which condition it is probable that natural
species do not widely depart, we find that the value t for the dominance
ratio is produced by the asymmetry of the distribution, and in such a
manner as to be independent of the acti \lity of the selective agencies,
provided that this exceeds a certai II wry low level. When differential
survi val to the extent of only about 1 per tent. in a generation atiects
the different Mendelian faet(lI'H, in a population of only 11 million, and
far Illore fot' l1Iore powerful ~elt'dioll. 01' 11 larger population, the dominauce
rutio will he ,'cry dose tn its characteristic value of t.

The importance of the fact that this ratio is independent of the
intensity of selection, lies not only in the fact that the intensity of
selection is usually incapable of numerical estimatioll, but in the fact that
factors having effects of different magnitudes on the soma, which are
therefore exposed to selection of varying intensity, and contribute very
different quota to the variance, [Lre all affected in the same llIanner;
those fnctors which by their insignificance might be cxposed to selective
influences which are not large compared to the effects of random survival
will be precisely those which have little weight in computing the
dominance ratio,

9. ASSORTATlvE1'tIATING.

With aHsortative mating it has been shown (8, p, 414) that the
deviations from the mean of the three phases oC any factor IULVe, owing
to association with similar factors, mean genotypic values given by the
formula

I - '+ A iP-kR-z --. ,
1-1\ Ji

,. . A·.} - q( 'I I' =J- -- . '-- < )-1,: {,),
1- A '2J1IJ

K=k- 2- . iP-kR,
I-A q

wheni, j, It are the deviations in the absence of a8sociation, A measures
the degree of assoeintion produced by aflsortati ve mating: p, q are the
gene frequencies, and P, It the corresponding phase frequencies for the
homozygous phases.
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Writingj=i to represent complete dominance, and P=p2, R=q2, since

(p2+ 2pq)i+ q2k = 0,

i k i - k p2i - q2k-=-- =-= .
q2 p(p + 2q) I 2pq2'

and since i-lc=2a, we have

1= i+ 2-.... . 4aq2
I-A '

. . A
.T = ~- r:A . 2aq(p-q) ,

K=k-~. 4anq .
I-A r'

or

1- .J = 2a . I~A . q,

J - K = 2a( I + I~Aq) .

If now the survival factors of the three phases are a, b, c, the effect
of one generation's selection is given by

El ~ ap+bq Po --
qI = go bp+ cq = qp +pa- b+qb- c),

since a, b, and C are near to 1 ;
hence

a-l1(a- b)+q(b-c).

Now as I-J, J -K, the mean differences in any trait due to a single
factor, are small compared with the whole variation within the population,
we must take a - b, b- c proportional to I - J and J - K. In other words,

a - b = (I - J)y,
b-c=(J-K)y,

where y measures the intensity of selection per unit change in the trait.
Hence

a=y(pI-J +qJ -K)
2a

=1'.-.-.q.
I-A

The general case of uniform genotypic selection when the mean values
of the phases are modified by homogamy, therefore, reduces to the case
already considered in which homogamy is absent. 'fhe total effect of

homogamy is to increase the effect of selection by the factor 1~A' 'fhe

distribution of frequency ratios is unaltered, for although by introducing
a difference between I and J the selective effect is made more intense when
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P is large, which would tend to make the distribution more symmetrical,

this effect is exactly balanced by the increased effect of selection when p
is small. The dominance ratio is therefore unaltered by the direct effect

of assortative mating.

SUMMARY.

The frequency ratio of the allelomorphs of a Mendelian factor is only

stable if seleetion favours the heterozygote: such factors, though occurring

rarely, will accumulate in the stock, while those of opposite tendency will

be eliminated.

The sm'vival of a mutant gene although e"tablished in a mature and

potent individual i" to 11 very large extent a matter of chance; only

whl'n It large number of individmtlH have become affected doe" selection,

dl'lWnoent on its contribution to the fitncRs of the organism, become of

illlp0l'tltnce. This i" so even for dominant lIlutants; for recessive lIIutants

* selection remains very small HO long as the mutitnt form is an inconsider

nble fraction of the interbreeding group
The distribution of the fre<luency ratio for different radors may be

calculated from the condition tllllt thi" distribution is stable, as is that of

velocities in the 'rheory of Gases: in the absence of "election the distribu-

tion of log ~is given in fig. 1. Fig. 2 rept'csents the case of steady decay
q

in variance by the action of random survi val (the Hagedoorn effect).

Fig. 3 shows the distribution in the somewhat artificial case of uniform

genetic selection: this would be the distribution to be expected in the

absence of dominance. Fig. 4 shows the asymmetrical distribution due to

uniform genotypic selection with or without homogamy.

Under genotypic selection the dominance ratio for complete dominance

comes to be exactly" in close agreement with the value obtained from
human measurements.

The rate of mutation necessary to maintain the variance of the species

may be calculated from these distributions. Very infrequent mutation

will serve to counterbalance the effect of random survival; for equilibrium

with selective action a much higher level is needed, though still mutation

may be individually rare, especially in large populations.

It would seem that the supposition of genotypic selection balanced by

occasional mutations fitted the facts deduced from the correlations of
relati yes in mankind.

* Before selection, insert the effect of.
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